DRINK MENU

DRAFT BEER

6. BLUE FIN STOUT

1. FINDER IPA

Congratulations, you found your new favorite IPA. This
mouthwa- tering New England Style IPA has a creamy
mouthfeel. The Citra, Mosaic and El Dorado hops create
a drinkable, juicy ale with flavors of grapefruit, orange
peel and lemongrass. Finder finishes with a slight
bitterness and notes of tropical sweetness - 7% abv

2. ISLAND TIME IPA

Undeniably drinkable session IPA. Bright and slightly
hazy, it offers an aromatic bouquet with hints of
grapefruit, tropical fruits and pine. Light in body with
complementing ratios of sweet to bitter it finishes
slightly dry, clean and crisp - 4.5% abv

3. MONKEY FIST IPA

Make port and throw back a re-formulated Monkey Fist
IPA! This new, exciting blend combines pale malts and
rolled oats with Citra, Cascade & Mosaic hops. It pours
slightly hazy, exploding with aromas of grapefruit,
tropical fruits & sweet grains. Medium to full in body,
Monkey Fist starts smooth and finishes with a dry,
crisp, subtle bitterness - 6% abv

4. LAGER

A New England crafted, German-style lager that is
brewed with locally grown barley, and hops from
Germany and the Pacific Northwest. This refreshing
beer features the spicy, black pepper characteristics of
Herkules Hops. - 4.7% adv

5. BAYLEY’S BROWN ALE

This English style brown ale presents hints of caramel,
roasted nuts and sweet breads. Medium in body it
drinks smooth and easy, finishing light, leaving subtle
hints of dark toast and brown sugar - 7.0% adv

Blue Fin Stout is a classic Irish dry stout; full-bodied yet
smooth. Dark roasted barley malts give this beer its bold,
powerful flavor and body. Rich notes of roasted coffee,
espresso and chocolate shine through from the chocolate
malts - 4.7% abv

7. SEA DOG BLUE PAW

Our unique contribution to the fruit ale category features the
nutty quench of wheat ale combined with the delightful
aromatics and subtle fruit flavor contributed by Maine wild
blueberries - 4.6% adv

8. SEASONAL
Ask your server for details

9. BREWER’S CHOICE

Rotating pilot series brews exclusive to Shipyard locations.
Ask your server for details

10. EXPORT

Our flagship ale and the beer that built Shipyard Brewing,
Export is a distinguished American Golden Ale. Export
offers hints of malty sweetness, distinctive hop aromas,
finishing clean and crisp, refreshing to almost any palate 5.1% abv

CAN’T DECIDE?
TRY A FLIGHT!
It’s hard to choose from so many award
winning brews. Try a flights to taste our
wide spectrum of flavors.




    


NEW! A gluten-free, zero sugar alternative to your usual beer, wine or spirit. We use all natural flavor extracts in Sea Dog
Hard Seltzer to make these crisp beverages your new go to seltzer! Available in three refreshing flavors (5.0% abv) :

WILD BLUEBERRY

•

BLACK CHERRY • JUICY RASPBERRY

CANS
MAUI MANGO TEA BREW 5.6% abv
HOPPY PRIDE IPA (16 oz) 6.0% abv
DOUBLE FINDER (16 oz) 8.0% abv
OLD THUMPER (16 oz) 5.6% abv

Use your smartphone
to view our online menu

